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Overview & Keywords:
New level of digital learning processes

In the year of pandemic influences 2020 VET still must face immense challenges as:

A. Developing digital structures which are likely to enable all students to get ahead
B. Cooperating with VET partners as companies in another quality
C. Organizing and creating motivating learning atmosphere while using digital tools
Coming to face the facts – Challenges!

• Get students into digital, primarily those with fewer opportunities.
• Day to day at school makes difficult to develop digital learning context (lack of time, flexibility and resources).
• Lack of interest when cooperating with companies (virtual/blended internships or apprenticeships).
• **Teachers** and students’ digital competences.
• Lack of clear direction from government about future learning (will we forget about everything we have done in 2020?).
Rethinking challenges and possible solutions!

• Individualisation of the learning process
• Grant access to digital devices and connection
• Teachers training still needed (digital competences + environment)
• Adaptation of learning process to digital context (even in mobility)
• Imagination: SELFIE, cooperation with companies
• Find out solutions for making blended learning (and mobility) possible.
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HOUSE ON FIRE!! - KEY MESSAGES

- Learn how to manage stress
- Clear direction from Governments is needed (too much contradictions)
- Establish a system based on culture of trust (flexibility and new work organization).
- Train the trainers (avoid teachers drop out!)
- Future with much more blended education and Lifelong Learning, but tendency to come back the old way. New opportunities and retraining based on COVID+Economic crisis.
- Imagination: bringing companies to schools, SELFIE, digital methodological groups
Final Conclusions – Can EfVET support?

- Declaration Osnabrück: “PUSH AHEAD WITH DIGITALISATION”. WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? No more contradiction please
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